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Gaming the Revolution: Theodor Adorno As Art Critic of the Digital Commons
A specter haunts 21st century aesthetics, from its biggest franchise blockbusters to its most
specialized aesthetic theory – the specter of the digital commons. All the media powers of
neoliberalism have entered into a holy alliance to exorcise this specter: News Corp. and the
RIAA, the US Chamber of Commerce and Hollywood studios, Disney executives and Wall
Street banksters.1 Where is the practice of the digital commons, ranging from democratic filesharing to open source production, that has not been denounced as intellectual property theft by
greedy media oligopolies? Where is the national broadcasting system that has not been hijacked
by neoliberal plutocrats and corporate privatization, at the expense of the public interest? 2
Two conclusions need to be drawn from these facts. First, the digital commons is
acknowledged by all of these powers to be itself a power. Second, it is high time that we digital
commoners – there are two billion of us online in 2013, a number which will grow to four or five
billion by 20183 – should openly, in the face of the whole world, broadcast the views, aims, and
tendencies of the commons, and confront neoliberalism's nursery-tale of media piracy with our
very own manifesto.
This is not that manifesto, for the simple reason that someone else wrote it first.
Surprising as it sounds, this manifesto was not written in the 2000s, nor in the 1990s, nor even
the 1980s. It was written in 1966, at a time when advanced computing technology meant minicomputers such as Hewlett-Packard's 2116A, released in November of that year with 4 kilobytes
of memory (by comparison, the average 2012 cellphone had 256 megabytes, sixty-five thousand
times bigger).4
Most surprising of all, this manifesto was not written in the form of a list of political
demands. Rather, it took the more rarefied form of a document of art criticism. The text in
question is Negative Dialectics, and its author was Frankfurt School theorist Theodor Adorno.
This is a deeply scandalous assertion, for a number of reasons. To begin with, Adorno has
been largely consigned to the intellectual margins by mainstream academia and by most cultureworkers during the past forty years. Mostly, he is regarded as a defeatist snob who said some
interesting, albeit snobby and defeatist, things about the mid-20 th century European modernisms.5
Very few contemporary thinkers have grasped the potential of Adorno's critique of the total
system as a means of critiquing neoliberalism – surely the most total system that capitalism has
yet devised. While it is true that leading academic dissidents such as Fredric Jameson have
acknowledged Adorno's 1947 Minima Moralia as being one of the first great explorations of 20th
century identity-politics, Adorno's later work has simply not received the critical attention it
deserves.6 To my knowledge, nobody has yet drawn the connections between Adorno's art
criticism, and the critique of today's leading digital artists and videogame franchises, a.k.a.
digital art criticism.
There are three main reasons for this epic failure of reception. First of all, the official
English translation of Negative Dialectics is deeply flawed, to the point of being unusable. Since
English is the leading language of global translation, this also made the text inaccessible to
postcolonial scholars, activists and social movements – precisely the audience which experienced

the fullest brunt of the violence of neoliberal immiseration. This is a difficulty I have personally
tried to ameliorate through my own original English-language translations of key works of
Adorno, freely available online. 7
Secondly, Adorno's final and most prodigious text was ahead of its time. Negative
Dialectics was a critique whose true object had yet to fully emerge on the stage of world-history:
the system called neoliberalism. In case readers are unfamiliar with this term, neoliberalism is
the ideology of transnational market fundamentalism, a.k.a. the rule of the plutocrats who ran
roughshod over the world economy from the mid-1970s until the mid-2000s. 8
Even assuming an adequate translation is at hand, Adorno is challenging to read, but not
because his work consists of dusty, dry theory. Rather, the challenge lies in the extraordinary
precision and power of his concepts. Each functions as a springboard of meaning, which
catapults the reader to other concepts in its vicinity, thereby creating larger networks of meaning.
These networks never bog down in cliche or jargon, but are in constant motion, and call up still
other, more distant networks of meaning. If this sounds suspiciously similar to the way internet
hyperlinks and open-access digital networks operate, this is exactly how Adorno thinks – which
may help to explain why it took so long for his work to be properly appreciated.
There is a third reason for Adorno's delayed reception, which is biographical in nature.
The single most innovative media theorist associated with the Frankfurt School, namely Walter
Benjamin, perished in 1940.9 Benjamin's 1936 essay, The Work of Art in the Age of Its Technical
Reproducibility, was a ground-breaking theory of the epoch of silent and early sound cinema (the
1910s to the 1930s) which remains a touchstone of contemporary media and cultural studies. 10
With Benjamin's passing, Adorno lost more than just one of his dearest friends. He lost the one
theorist who could think on his own level – the crucial counterplayer, to borrow Erik Erikson's
suggestive term, who could have answered for Adorno's theoretical innovations with new forms
of media critique.11
The net result of these three factors was that Adorno's greatest work lay hidden for
decades, like some alien artifact frozen in the tundra. Indeed, it was not until the final phase of
the neoliberal era that the excavation and reactivation of that artifact became an urgent priority.
The reason for this urgency is the remarkable paradox at the heart of neoliberalism. This paradox
is that whereas neoliberal policies ushered in unprecedented wealth polarization and elite
plunder, those same policies also unwittingly ushered in new forms of cultural, social and
political democratization. The key engine of this democratization is what Yochai Benkler has
called the digital commons, namely the sum total of the non-commercial production, distribution
and consumption of information, science, knowledge and media. 12
The digital commons was the crucial precondition for the twin geopolitical detonations
called the Occupy movements and the Arab Spring – the movements which pulverized the
legitimacy of Wall Street neoliberalism, and the legitimacy of neoliberal autocracies all across
northern Africa and the Middle East, respectively. In the cultural realm, the digital commons has
dramatically transformed how music, literature, television, cinema, video, comics, poetry and
videogames are produced and distributed. All of this has incalculable consequences for the social
vocation of art criticism.
What makes Adorno's work invaluable today is that it gives us a powerful set of tools to
map the digital commons and thereby understand digital aesthetics. These tools allow us to grasp
aesthetics as a totality of multiple material histories, ranging from the production of individual
works of art to the institutions of aesthetic reception and experience (everything from the most
mundane consumerism to the artistic epiphany), all the way to the critical subjectivities of artists

and audiences, all at once. Adorno's point is that if you leave out any single one of these
histories, your analysis falls back into provincialism and untruth. However, if you bring all of
these histories together, then the analysis can generate the energy necessary to unlock the
historical potential bound up in the work of art, the aesthetic experience, or the critical
subjectivity in question.
To make a long story short, Adorno's argument is that aesthetics is accessible to human
beings solely through the collective labor of interpretation (yes, Adorno is channeling Marx's
notion of here). A truly democratic society would respect all forms of cultural and interpretive
labor, and enable all of its citizens to become autonomous producers and critical consumers of
art. Conversely, the hallmark of all repressive, unfree societies is the monopolization,
commodification or enchaining of cultural and interpretive labor for the benefit of predatory
elites. In the language of today's videogames, where neoliberal media oligopolies want to dumb
their audiences down, Adorno wants audiences to level themselves up.
To see the power of Adorno's thought, let's take a closer look at three of the key concepts
of Negative Dialectics. These concepts are the constellation, the bane (a.k.a. baleful spell) of the
totality, and the preponderance of the object.
1. The constellation. The constellation, a.k.a. the transnational ensemble, is roughly
analogous to what anthropologists call the assemblage, what literary theorists define as
intertextuality, and what historians call historicity. 13 The constellation is not a static or fixed set
of relations, but a provisional cast or throw, whereby a disparate set of events, narratives or
social phenomena can be grasped from a larger transnational framework. The purpose of this
framework is not to dissolve those phenomena into a single explanatory or master narrative, but
to allow us to understand their collective logic. 14
One of the most important examples of a constellation is the internet-based videogame
commons. Half of this commons consists of the institutions and practices of fan communities,
which are beginning to take over the gatekeeping functions of reception and criticism from paid
journalists and commercial advertisers. Currently, the phenomenon of fan labor is
revolutionizing the process of game production, everywhere from the spread of player-created
game modifications or “mods”, to the proliferation of multiplayer and cooperative forms of
game-play, all the way to in-game trophies and achievements earned by player actions. The other
half of this commons consists of the non-commercial institutions and practices of commercial
game studios and their employees. Some of the most successful videogame studios in the world –
examples include Valve, Sony's Naughty Dog and Santa Monica studios, and Konami's Kojima
Productions – operate as egalitarian, cooperative teams with few formal hierarchies, and which
genuinely respect the creativity and labor of their fan communities. 15
It was the collective constellation of fan communities and digital artists which
transformed videogames into one of the most popular and democratic art-forms of the 21 st
century. One of the best examples is Sony Santa Monica's God of War franchise, which retells
ancient Greek mythology from the standpoint of the transnational neo-slave narrative. The
talented digital artists of the Santa Monica studio worked closely with a transnational network of
other Sony studios as well as first-party partners, in order to extract the best possible
performance from the Playstation 3's multicore computer architecture. 16 The franchise also relied
heavily on democratic forms of cooperation with literally hundreds of skilled culture-workers. 17
Yet what transformed a solid franchise into a touchstone of innovation was its
engagement with the fan community. For example, Sony Santa Monica artist Andy Park began
posting samples of his God of War artwork on a fan website as early as 2007. These are examples

of “concept art”, pictures which provide an aesthetic reference point for the work of the game
programmers and designers. This is a form of sharing typically prohibited by film or television
studios, in order to maximize profits by selling franchise-based coffee table books, posters,
calendars and the like. However, Park puts no restrictions or limits on copying these image files,
and Sony Santa Monica has pursued a policy of encouraging fans to share and disseminate
concept art.18
The combined effect of these multiple forms of democratization was to create one of the
most compelling, entertaining, and politically astute action videogame franchises of all time.
Unlike nearly all other film and television franchises, which transform the ancient Greek myths
into apologetics of past and present empires, the God of War franchise is ferociously critical of
empire and imperial war.
2. The bane. The baleful spell or bane of the totality, one of Adorno's most famous
innovations, is also one of the most useful to critique neoliberalism. 19 We mentioned previously
that from the mid-1970s until the mid-2000s, the plutocracy – a loose alliance of the financial
elites of the industrialized nations, and the aspiring oligarchs of the industrializing nations – went
on world history's biggest looting spree. A tiny group of oligarchs got richer, and everyone else
got poorer.20 Even worse, instead of funneling savings into productive investment, the plutocrats
starved the real economy in favor of far more lucrative financial bubbles. Needless to say, these
bubbles invariably imploded, leaving misery in their wake. 21
David McNally has noted that many of the most popular media narratives of the
neoliberal era, ranging from the occult horror thriller to the zombie apocalypse, are allegories of
the violence of Wall Street market fundamentalism. These narratives document the bane in the
form of zombies which consume erstwhile consumers, or occult monsters which take over the
bodies and minds of their erstwhile producers.22
Adorno's contribution here is to enable us to understand how digital artists can do more
than simply document the violence of the market, they can also mobilize against the bane. While
the mainstream film, radio, and television broadcasting industries were largely complicit with
neoliberalism, due to their dependence on advertising revenue and oligopoly strategies to control
media content, there were certain groups of artists who resisted the bane from the very
beginning. The most prominent examples are hip hop musicians, independent cartoonists and
animators, and videogame artists.
These latter were able to resist because they are structured as digital networks tied to the
final demand of consumers, rather than as corporate oligopolies tied to advertising revenues.
Where television broadcasters rely on content pipelines designed to maximize advertising
revenues, hip hop musicians rely on ticket sales to live concerts, cartoonists and animators rely
on the distribution networks of comics fans (e.g. Japan's anime and manga fan communities), and
videogame studios rely on sales to digital consumers.
Videogame artists had one additional advantage which the artists of Adorno's era did not
enjoy. This is the fact that interactive digital media rely on active audience participation. This
participation tends to encourage long-term replayability and innovation, and to discourage shortterm profiteering. This interactivity helps to explain the persistent failure of attempts to introduce
television-style ads or advergaming inside game-worlds. This comparative autonomy from
advertising revenues, combined with the loyalty of fan communities, is what allowed blockbuster
videogame franchises such as Hideo Kojima's Metal Gear series to shatter neoliberalism's bane.
Indeed, Kojima's Metal Gear Solid 4 (2008) delivers a scathing critique of neoliberalism's
commercial monopolies over genetic engineering, journalism, and military technology,

something no blockbuster film or television franchise has ever dared to do.
3. The preponderance of the object. Last but not least, there is Adorno's “preponderance
of the object”.23 This is essentially Adorno's updating of Marx's concept of 19th century
commodity fetishism, in order to account for the specific features of 20 th century consumerism.
In a famous passage, Marx wrote about how capitalism transformed an ordinary table into a
commodity, an abstract social relation which was antagonistic to its producers.24 Where Marx
pointed out that the leading commodities of Victorian-era Britain – textiles, coal, and iron – were
structurally rooted in brutal and merciless exploitation of workers, Adorno argues that the staple
consumer goods of the mid-20th century, e.g. automobiles, electric fans, radio receivers – are
structurally rooted in oligopoly domination and repressive consumerism. Instead of simply
extracting labor-time from workers during working hours, US monopoly capitalism transformed
the free time of its employees into capital-generating consumerism. The preponderance of the
object thus broadens the critique of workplace exploitation to include the ways that capitalism
exploits our leisure time, transforming the human desire for creativity and self-expression into a
mechanism of hucksterism and stupefaction.
The relevance of Adorno's concept is easiest to grasp in terms of the preponderance of the
digital, a.k.a. the transnational commodities which have succeeded the textile fabrics of the 19 th
century as well as the consumer appliances of the 20 th century. The preponderance of the digital
enables us to understand the otherwise inconceivably complex proliferation of hardware,
software, platforms and networks as forms of embodied labor, which confront their creators in
the same antagonistic way which textile commodities confronted 19 th century mill workers.
Nor does the critique of the digital commodity stop at the level of form, a.k.a. the power
of transnational financial markets or neoliberal corporations. Rather, it drives towards what
Adorno would term the concrete negation of transnational capitalism. This is nothing less than
the category of transnational labor, without which that capital could not exist (remember, capital
is socially embodied labor). The importance of the digital commons is that it is one of the first
expressions of the collectivity of transnational labor, a.k.a. the consciousness of the five billion
working people of planet Earth.25
In this largest of perspectives, Adorno's concepts are to the digital commons what fan
labor is to videogame culture, or what open source software is to computer platforms. The former
do not arrogate or suborn the content of the latter. Rather, they are the indispensable set of
mediations which enable users to democratically access all other mediations.
Put more concretely, transnational cultural labor is the key engine of the democratization
of videogame culture. It is worth pointing out that prior to the digital era, mass audiences waged
mostly local struggles against media oligopolies, everywhere from the independent artists located
at the margins of the Hollywood studio system, to the small-scale networks of informal media
production and distribution (“samizdat”) which have always existed inside even the most
repressive one-party states. These audiences could dissent from the mainstream, but did not have
the means to overturn its hegemony.
By contrast, today's transnational labor mobilizations are doing more than merely
resisting the copyright fundamentalism of the transnational media corporations. A constellation
of fans, players and digital artists has fundamentally transformed the field of aesthetic
production. Distribution systems are changing, thanks to the flourishing of non-commercial filesharing throughout the industrializing nations, as well as the stinging defeat of plutocrat-inspired
US legislation such as SOPA and PIPA. Meanwhile, videogame fans and studios are building
game-worlds which are increasingly autonomous from commercial media monopolies, and

which give players an ever-increasing variety of tools to become aesthetic producers and critics
in their own right.
This process is especially advanced in the realm of videogame reception, where fan
networks have almost completely supplanted the taste-making functions of advertiser-funded
commercial videogame journalism and commercial advertising campaigns. Far from resisting
this change, the vast majority of videogame studios understand that whatever loss of control they
may experience over their marketing campaign will be more than adequately compensated for by
increased fan goodwill. In a telling example of what Adorno forecast as the self-unraveling of the
bane, these studios responded to their fans by democratizing their publicity and outreach
campaigns.26
One of the best examples of this unraveling can be credited to Hideo Kojima's Metal
Gear series. Kojima's studio released several game trailers from 2005 to 2007 in order to
promote the 2008 release of Metal Gear Solid 4. These trailers can be considered works of art in
their own right, and offered compelling showcases of in-game cut-scenes and game-play without
revealing any plot points or spoiling the storyline. However, these trailers were not released as
paid advertisements on commercial broadcasting networks. They were first aired to audiences at
leading game conferences such as the Tokyo Game Show or GamesCom, and then released to the
public on free-to-view video-sharing sites.
That said, the year 2008 marks a true watershed in the unraveling of neoliberalism's bane.
This was the moment fan labor (what the industry calls “user-generated content”) became a
mainstream feature of the videogame industry. This occurred when Media Molecule (an
independent studio at the time, subsequently acquired by Sony in a friendly buyout), released
Little Big Planet. This latter was a charming platformer-style game, where players ran, jumped
and moved objects in a mostly two-dimensional game-world. What set it apart from all other
platformers was that the game came packaged with a powerful set of easy-to-use creative tools.
These tools allowed fans with no prior programming or computing skills to build their own
custom levels (i.e. democratized fan labor) and then collectively share, play through, and rate
these levels online, as part of Little Big Planet's custom-built social media network.27 The result
was an explosion of online creativity, as fans took the design tools and found creative uses for
them which Media Molecule's own staffers could not have imagined. The commercial success of
the Little Big Planet franchise, which sold 10.9 million copies from 2008 to the end of 2012,
showed that the digital commons can be enormously productive, even where it is structurally
bounded by the dictates of digital commerce. 28
More recently, Markus Persson's Minecraft franchise took the next logical step, by
removing some of the constraints of digital commerce from the videogame development process.
Persson created and distributed Minecraft for free, and only later created a commercial company,
Mojang, in order to serve as the customer service, testing, research and development center of
the Minecraft gaming commons. In turn, the vast community of users who downloaded free
versions of the game before its official release went on to purchase 8.8 million official copies of
the game in various formats since its release (personal computers, videogame consoles and
mobile devices).29
Perhaps the most important lesson to be learned from Adorno is the necessity of thinking
systematically about the social meaning of art. By thinking systematically, Adorno does not
mean a systemized or routined thinking, but rather a thinking willing to grasp the largest of
sociological contradictions in the smallest of micrological details – and thereby turn the power of
the system against itself.

What this means is that in order to think transnationally, we must be willing to read our
digital game-worlds as more than just digital playgrounds. They are also documents of
transnational history, and social spaces where planetary networks of artists, fans and players are
reappropriating the digital tools and networks previously monopolized by the planet's biggest
media corporations and most unscrupulous plutocrats. They are laboratories of our digital future,
the commons where the innumerable resistances to neoliberalism are converging.
Where neoliberalism gamed the system to enrich the few while impoverishing the many,
the uprising against neoliberalism systemizes its games to defend the collectivity. That uprising
must reappropriate the hegemony of transnational capital over the digital commodity, dissolving
such back into the collectivity from whence it came. At its furthest limit, Adorno's negative
dialectics radiates with the potential of a world emancipated from market predation, a world free
not just to play, but to collectively build, dream, and create anew.
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